Down to business
Clive and Maki Ridout set out to pursue their dream of creating a unique
rural retreat just outside the Andalucían lakeside village of Iznájar.
Words Colin Gasson Pictures: Maki & Clive Ridout
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s investment banker Maki Ridout kicked her shoes
off one evening after a hard day in the city she
realised that she hadn’t seen her husband for over
a fortnight. Partner Clive hadn’t done a runner, but
as a successful chef, he had a hectic schedule that meant the
couple were spending increasingly less time together. Things
had to change and in a bid to downshift, the couple moved to
Cornwall, and a rural hotel where Clive was able to work his
magic in the kitchen. But lovely as England’s south west is,
this was only a step along the way for the couple.
During an overnight stay in London in 2002 before a flight
to Thailand on a well-earned holiday, the couple dropped into
a property exhibition in Earls Court to kill some time.
“It was packed but 90 per cent of the folk were selling
modern properties or places not even built yet on the Spanish
costas. We were getting a bit bored, then we came across a
family run estate agent specialising in country properties
around Iznájar, a name which rang a bell. My degree was
initially in Spanish & Education, and I had a lot of Spanish
friends, and the grandmother of one of them had a delightful,
traditional cortijo in Andalucía. I suddenly remembered that
it was by Lake Iznájar,” says Maki.
The couple were smitten with the gorgeous dilapidated
farmhouses on sale here, and their Thai holiday became a
workshop of dreams and feasibility studies on a future in
Spain, a country Clive had never been to in his life.
“We wanted to start a business, and Iznájar is ideal being
so central – it’s in a rural area and far enough from the
top FROM LEFT Clive and
Maki enjoy the sun with their
four year old son Cei. Their
Mediterranean home has
been lovingly restored despite
language barriers, and features

lots of outdoor spaces for
visitors to relax in.
RIGHT A large clean swimming
pool provides the perfect place
to unwind after a hot and busy
day in the kitchen.
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A decked area provides a
wonderful place for lunch,
thanks to stunning views
across distant hills.

what’scooking?
If you have a passion for preparing
good food, Clive runs cookery courses
throughout the year for small groups.
Apart from an idyllic oasis away from
the bustle of the 21st century, a stay
at the finca offers you the chance to
learn the basic skills of Spanish cuisine
or build on your existing talents with
a professional chef. It’s all very casual
in the best possible way. Clive says it
is not a ‘learn to cook’ course, “It’s just
about enjoying a few days with friends
or family, cooking up some sensational
dishes - dishes maybe you have always
wanted to have a go at – and also to
have a bit of fun.”
Under Clive’s gentle tuition, a
maximum of four of you prepare a
three course menu and the reward for
that hard day at the hob is relaxing in
the lovely surroundings of the finca and
tucking into the fruits of your labour.
The emphasis is on Spanish and
Mediterranean cooking but Clive can
turn his talented hands to anything from
North African to South East Asian food.
Being in the heart of Spain’s olive oil
region, you can go on guided tastings
with Clive, or hit the sherry.

The stay can be three or six nights,
two or four cooking lessons, two or four
dinners of what you have all rustled up,
along with welcome drinks and tapas, a
fabulous dinner on arrival day prepared
by your kitchen mentor to be, Clive, plus
a detailed recipe booklet packed with
information on Spanish cuisine.
Non-cooking partners are very
welcome and will have a plenty of
opportunity to get out and about or
simply relax by the pool building up an
appetite for that meal your partner has
been slogging away at in the kitchen.

Finca Las Encinas de la Sierra
Subbética, Cordoba.
(+34 629 610 783 / 957 724 452
www.finca-las-encinas.com)

crowded coasts (and close enough to some nice beaches), but
it’s really easy to get to cities such Córdoba, Granada, Málaga
and Seville. And of course, we’ve got the gorgeous lake and
the Sierra Subbetica Natural Park right on our doorstep,”
muses Clive. “At first we wanted to be right in the middle of
nowhere but realised we wanted to run a business where the
clients can actually find us. And of course, as food has always
been important in our life, we wanted to be able to grow our
own vegetables and fruits, as well as harvest our own olives.
The olives in these parts have been producing some the best
olive oil in the world since Roman times.”
Like many who now have a place in Spain, Maki did her
first research in the field on an inspection trip, and in those
days there was still a lot of property inland that the Spanish
were quite happy to sell off. Huge farmhouses were left to
crumble as the young migrated to the coast and the charms
and income of tourism, away from the agricultural hardship
of their parents and grandparents. A modern flat on the costa
was an ambition for this generation. Rescuing wrecks and
sourcing reclaimed materials for a sympathetic renovation
was something the Spanish generally just let ambitious/mad
foreigners get on with.
Maki laughs at the description. “We’d renovated or partrenovated houses in the UK twice, so we had some idea of
what to expect, and also knowing exactly what you want done
is important. It can be fun but it takes a lot of hard work,
planning and patience and can be really frustrating at times,
but rewarding. You need a lot of imagination to see the
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ABOVE The white house
has guest accommodation
and family areas.
LEFT Maki and Cei, who
was born in Spain and
loves the sunshine.
BELOW There are plenty
of options for eating
outdoors, including this
inviting terrace in the
garden by the pool.
OPPOSITE PAGE The
interior of the home has
been restored to reflect
traditional Spanish design.
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whole picture, and you need to be able to think outside of the
box and plan ahead.”
It was now just a matter of finding the right house. Clive
returned with Maki in January 2003 and the final property they
saw turned out to be the one – at €140,000, a traditional finca
with plenty of land for those all important crops and stunning
views of the surrounding olive groves. Was it now time to get
their hands dirty? Maki waves away the notion, “Oh, no! We
decided to employ professional builders to do the work, none
of that living on a building site like before. It was a bit of a
risk – only you yourself can really be the project manager of
your own house, but we had a good team of architects who
had a similar taste and attitude to ours. The local builders were
experienced in renovation work of a high standard and had
really good local contacts and knowledge of original materials.
We got sent regular reports from the project manager and we
made regular visits to check on the progress, source materials
and approve designs and so on.” Clive and Maki found that
throughout the project, having good relations with the project
manager, architect and builders had become very important, and
were able to maintain good communication throughout. “We
discussed everything very thoroughly, from rewiring, reproofing,
to underfloor heating,” recalls Clive.
The project went smoothly, the couple lucky enough to
avoid any major problems. The house was already in fairly good
condition, so although the project was extensive, it was quite
straightforward renovation work.
Undertaking a renovation of this size can be a risky process.
“We were financially quite vulnerable, but we were very good at
budgeting and were flexible, so when a problem arose, we were
usually able to think of a solution that could still work just as
well and be effective. But loving original materials like these old
floor tiles, restoring original doors and iron work and not having
an unlimited fund was a real problem for us!” says Maki.
The couple started the ambitious project in November 2003
and finished a year later, at a cost of around €200,000. They are
now the proud owners Finca Las Encinas, a beautiful home as
well as having four en suite guest rooms, with a shared lounge,
reading room and kitchen. And unlike their hectic London
days when they were ships that passed in the night, the couple
are able to share a life together along with son Cei, providing a
warm welcome to guests and a true taste of traditional Spain.

Trials and tribulations
ON moving to Spain, Maki says…
Moving here requires a lot of courage,
patience and understanding. You must
be able to cope with the problems
and stress of all the red tape, and
be emotionally ready to move to
Spain. Jason Webster says in his book
Duende, “Spain is a third world country
in disguise” and our accountant says,
“Spain is not in the south of Europe, it
is in fact North of Africa...”
There are many rules and
regulations, and so many loopholes,
often you just do not know where to
go and who to believe. It can be more
difficult in rural areas as regulations
and laws are not necessarily enforced
or understood.
It can be difficult to get the exact
information you need. When asked
about how to go about opening a
legal tourist establishment, our first
lawyer said, “Why do you want to do
it legally? It is easier and cheaper if
you don’t bother.” Websites provide
general information about starting
your own business but for specific
information such as how to apply
for a business licence, you need to
make direct contact with the local
town hall, the provincial business
department, or governmental
or private organisations. Doing
research outside of Spain proved to
be relatively unproductive and the
Internet was not readily available
around here until a few years ago.

Not having local contacts or not
understanding the system fully makes
things difficult. We had an architect
for the house but didn’t know that we
also needed a technical architect, a
specialist engineer who prepares an
official project and certifies buildings
for the authority. When a technical
architect was introduced to us, he was
certainly a qualified professional but
he happened to be quite incompetent.
The accountant we employed when
we set up a small company didn’t
do anything, leaving us to pay fines
several times for not complying with
accounting and business law.
If you want to start a business
legally in Spain, it will take years,
nothing happens over night. This
country really tests your patience.
Authorities contradict themselves
constantly. Even if you can speak the
language, it is very confusing. Without
it, it is far worse. Know your market
and research, research, research. Be
realistic, be flexible, be extremely
patient, be positive, be different but
don’t be too foreign. Learn to be able
to laugh – there are a lot of things in
Spain that do not make any sense, and
the only way to stay sane is to have a
good sense of humour.
Be very careful – There are a lot of
crooks out there. If you don’t know the
Spanish language, start learning now,
even just a little helps in the long run.
It is all about attitude.

